Reopening the Coffeyville Public Library
Disclaimer: Much of the information in the following pages come by from SEKLS to use to fit our library. Coffeyville Public Library has made some
small changes to the original document to provide to our community. We look forward to opening back up to the public as safe as possible. We will
post on our library webpage, Facebook, local radio, and other media outlets for further updates.
The Library Phases will follow Governor Kelley’s, “Ad Astra: A Plan to reopen Kansas” documented phases and timeline. The Library
Administration realizes that the contingent dates of Governor Kelly’s Plan may change due to public health concerns, and our reopen plan may have
to adjust. Our reopen plan will mirror any changes with the Governor’s Plan timeline changes. The library may have stricter guidelines than the
Governor’s mandate.

Started May 4th, 2020; October 12, 2021

Phase 1 and 1.5: Library remains closed to the public

Indications for this phase: Either
• Stay at home order lifted but significant social distancing recommendations/requirements still in effect (such as limiting gatherings to 10
people or less); the rate of a new state or local COVID-19 cases or deaths showing no sustained decline;
• OR local health officials advise or order remaining closed
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Possible Start Date June 1st, 2020/ TBD

Phase 2: Library opens for limited service

Indications for this phase: Stay at home order lifted but some significant social distancing recommendations/requirements still in effect (such as
limiting gatherings to 10 people or less) rates of new state and local COVID-19 cases or deaths are steadily declining; local health officials do
not advise or order remaining closed; and the library has an adequate supply of cleaning supplies, masks, gloves, etc.
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Contingent Start Date: June 15, 2020 / TBA

Phase 3: Library expands services/reduces restrictions

Indications for this phase: Stay at home order liftedsocial distancing recommendations/requirements eased (such as allowing gatherings of
greater than ten people)  rate of new state and local COVID-19 cases or deaths are low and declininglocal health officials do not advise or
order remaining closed and the library has an adequate supply of cleaning supplies, masks, gloves, etc.
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Contingent Start Date TBA

Phase 4: Library resumes regular services

Indications for this phase: Widespread vaccination or testing with quarantining and contact tracingno local cases and few statewide cases.
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Reopening of SEKLS libraries
SEKLS offers the following guidance for the reopening of public libraries. Please bear in mind that the suggestions are in no way mandatory,
and decisions about how your library reopens and on what schedule is entirely a local decision. Please be guided by state and local authorities. Still,
we know that many libraries are anxious for advice on this topic, and we believe what we have put together is solid advice. We hope you find it
useful as a launching point for your own library’s plan.
COVID-19 Research Partnership
There is a lack of information on aspects of COVID-19 and best practices for the safe handling of materials in libraries. The Institute for
Museum and Library Services, OCLC, and Battelle have undertaken a research partnership to try to provide library-specific and reliable information.
This project was just launched in late April, and it’s unknown when results will be available. You may wish to monitor this at
https://www.imls.gov/coronavirus-covid-19-updates and adjust your practices later. SEKLS will modify this Reopening document as necessary and
send any updated versions when better information is available.
Staff hygiene
The best advice, as we have heard all along, is for staff to wash their hands throughout the day; and masks are now also advised. We have
included that at appropriate points in these guidelines. Hand sanitizer is the second-best option when hand-washing is not convenient.
Cleaning and disinfection
Rather than put detailed cleaning and disinfection advice in this document, we refer you to the CDC. You can find information at
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/cleaning-disinfection.html

